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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
I AM NOT AFRAID!!!
I think the graphic to the right of this article says it all….it just so happens that as I was contemplating
what topic I would write about for this newsletter I received a phone call informing me that one
OPSSU member had just received a 10 day suspension and another was terminated. BAM!
Here we go again. The honeymoon period is over.
I see a pattern here, one to me, that mirrors a domestic abusive relationship. “Those who have
studied domestic violence believe that it usually occurs in a cycle with three general stages. First, the
abuser uses words or threats, perhaps humiliation or ridicule. Next, the abuser explodes at some
perceived infraction by the other person, and the abuser's rage is manifested in physical violence.
Finally, the abuser "cools off," asks forgiveness, and promises that the violence will never occur again.
At that point, the victim often abandons any attempt to leave the situation or to have charges brought
against the abuser… Typically, the abuser's rage begins to build again after the reconciliation, and the
violent cycle is repeated.” (Free Dictionary definition of domestic violence) While the violence
experienced here is not physical in nature it certainly has the same effect. Fear.
These new suspensions and terminations are the end of the cooling off period. The last time I raised
this issue with management my words got all twisted, misconstrued, spit out and thrown back in my
face. So it will come as no surprise that the reaction of the employer will be to negate my comments
here and state that “these issues” were dealt with on December 17, 2016.
For a brief millisecond I thought we made a difference on December 17th, 2016 and I was hopeful that
we were on a track to repairing this broken relationship but it is now much more clear that it was
nothing but a smoke screen to pave the way for the coming months.
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continued from previous page….

Some SSU members were happy and relieved that we were able to resolve the terminations,
suspensions and grievances while others were poised and ready for the fight we thought we were
entering into.
Sadly, we seem to be back to square one.
This issue of the newsletter is focusing a lot on toxic work environment precisely because nothing
has been resolved and each time we lower our defences it becomes more and more risky for our
members to report any type of harassment or bullying for fear of being targeted. It is precisely that
fear that prevents members from coming forward and reporting incidents of bullying or harassment.
Bullying and intimidation can and does happen at every level of the organization. Bullies poison
their working environment with low morale, fear, anger, and depression. Although not always
evident, the short and long term impacts of bullying behaviour can be considerable.
The bullied employees waste much of their time at work defending themselves and networking for
support, thinking about the situation, and stressing out. This in turn forces them to take sick leave
due to stress-related illnesses. Their marriages suffer or are destroyed, friendships cool because they
become obsessive about the situation and our health care system ends up repairing the damage
through visits to the doctor for symptoms of stress, prescriptions for antidepressants, and long term
counselling or psychiatric care. There are costs to the employer in the lost efficiency, increased
absenteeism, high staff turnover, severance packages, law suits and grievances. So why do they let
it continue?
The answer is quite simple, fear. If everyone is afraid, they are silenced and the toxicity continues.
We MUST address the here and now and come up an effective strategy that has to include
education, conflict resolution mechanisms, and a commitment from our employer that they will
participate jointly with OPSSU. We need to hire a third party mediator to bring the parties together.
I am calling on Smokey Thomas to agree to meet with me to discuss this issue and put together a
plan on how we are going to rid the workplace of this toxicity and become a safe and healthy
workplace where OPSEU staff are happy to come to work.
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!!
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4 SIGNS
OF A
TOXIC WORKPLACE

In today’s work environment many people work in offices or with organizations that have
established toxic workplace cultures and practices. Our workplace is no different! It has
become the norm to assume that things are just the way they are and there’s nothing
that can be done to stop these behaviours. However, that is not the reality and this
culture needs to stop. It may be the opinion of management that these issues do not
exist or that it is solely employee on employee problems but it is not. This is the reality
staff face every day at work whether the employer agrees or not. It is time to seriously
address these issues and repair the workplace and get to a place where everyone feels
safe coming to work. (Definitions from http://www.epexecutivecoaching.com/blog/
category/toxicworkplaces)

Forced to protect yourself from co-workers

Management playing favourites
Management who play favourites don’t
just reward good performance, they give
undeserving employees perks just
because they like them.

Inequality
Sometimes there’s an individual who is a star
employee, so they get away with bad
behaviour. Other times it’s the bad
behaviour of one of the company leaders
that sets a terrible example. And other times
there is simply a clever but malicious
employee who has the ear of management.
The individual acts as though they don’t
need to follow the rules, and management
allows it.

It feels like co-workers are out to get you
and you’ve got to waste a lot of time
ensuring you’ve cc’d the right people
and are not going to be “caught” making
a mistake.

Hiring unqualified team members
When the newly hired staff is only
there because they’ve got friends
high up, it shows immediately.
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A TOXIC WORKPLACE—NOT A “CAREFUL” WORKPLACE
Terri Aversa, OPSSU
Sometimes the best way to define a toxic
workplace is to define what’s not toxic. A
“careful” workplace is not a toxic workplace.
A “careful” workplace is what lawyer and
criminologist Dr. Martin Shain describes in his
2016 book as “making every reasonable effort
to be aware of how our conduct affects others
and to gain a basic understanding of their
rights, needs, and interests. Carefulness reflects
an attitude of vigilance and a desire to be aware

employees. According to Shain, case law
enshrines an employer’s duty of care to prevent,
where they can, psychological harm to
employees.
Shain’s work led to the creation and 2013
launch of the Canadian Standard CSA Z1003,
“Psychological Health and Safety in the
Workplace.” At the time, Shain was optimistic
that the Standard would permeate through
Canada’s workplaces. It would make workplaces
more humane, and the good effects on
employee health and morale would spill over to

WORKPLACE TOXICITY CONTINUUM
A CAREFUL WORKPLACE

TOXICITY TOXICITY TOXICITY TOXICITY TOXICITY
TOXICITY TOXICITY TOXICITY TOXICITY TOXICITY

of the consequences of our acts and omissions
in order to avoid reasonably foreseeable harm
to others within our circle of influence.”
In 2010, Shain’s groundbreaking report “The
Perfect Legal Storm” argues that the damages
being paid out by employers to victims in at
least seven areas of tribunal law cases carves
out employer responsibility to create
psychologically safe workplaces for their

A TOXIC WORKPLACE

society at large to lessen the burden on the
health care system and societal machinery.
Shain argues that the Standard outlines how
employers could create and sustain careful
workplaces that would satisfy their duties to
prevent negligent psychological harm.
Shain’s hopes for workplace permeation were
dashed. The moment the Standard was
released, employer law firms rushed to write
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articles reassuring their employer clientele that
the Standard was voluntary, and that employers
did not have to follow it. Good employers will
already be following it, because the Standard
does no more than provide a roadmap for
employers to create responsive and supportive
organizations. Many organizations that operate
in a responsive and supportive way are already
doing what the Standard advises. These are
“careful” workplaces as Shain coins the term in
his book “The Careful Workplace.”
Shain now says that the Standard went in the
wrong door. It went in the “HR door” when it
should have gone in the “health and safety
door”. He also argues that it must be made
compulsory if we are to realize the societal
impacts he was hoping for. Shain’s advice is
clear: We need to pursue careful workplaces
through using our health and safety rights.
A careful workplace is not toxic. A careful
workplace cares how its conduct or operation
affects those who work or enter there. A careful
workplace embraces people’s opinions,
welcomes their concerns, and acts in tandem
and to resolve. A careful workplace leads by
example and strives towards supportive
leadership styles. A careful workplace is fair. A
careful workplace is not reckless to create risks
caused by unfair conduct, decision-making, or
in hiring and promotion practices. A careful
workplace communicates openly and
transparently, and has clear processes that they
actually follow. People know what to expect
walking into a careful workplace. A careful
workplace has unequivocal, clear, and
transparent policies about how they will identify,
investigate, and quickly address any type of
harassment, discrimination, threat, incident, or
any type of undesirable behaviour, and follows
them exactly. A careful workplace is vigilant:
The organization is in a constant state of
identifying and addressing psychosocial risks
that arise in the workplace. A careful workplace

is on a never-ending journey to improve.
Nobody can have a careful workplace
overnight, nor is the job to create a careful
workplace ever done.
This kind of workplace is not toxic. This kind of
workplace will develop a healthy workplace
culture. Shain defines culture as “a set of values,
beliefs, understandings, and meanings shared
by a stable group or community.” Workplace
culture is the output that results from a bunch of
inputs. Inputs can be organizational or
individual, but the careful organization that
vigilantly identifies risks will very quickly address
any negative inputs.
If we view workplace toxicity on a continuum, a
careful workplace is at one end, and a toxic
workplace at the other end, with a million types
in between. The aim is to be responsive,
supportive, to walk the talk, and to continually
evolve. It takes everyone. Employers have more
power to change the workplace, but workers,
the JHSC, and the unions play roles as well. It
takes communication and involvement to build
trust. Workers have the right to be safe and
healthy, and a safe and healthy workplace
benefits everyone. Healthy workplaces
contribute also to healthy societies, which is
part of the reason Dr. Shain started all of this.
Please read:
Shain, Martin. 2016. The Careful Workplace:
Seeking Psychological Safety at Work in the Era
of Canada’s National Standard. Thomson
Reuters Canada Limited. Toronto.
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THE CHALLENGE CONTINUES
VAL PATRICK
2ND VICE PRESIDENT
When last I wrote to the Membership, we were
embroiled in more disputes with the
Administration than most could ever recall.
Definitely, last year was very discouraging.
However, it is also true that cooler heads
have been prevailing. As was
previously reported, your Union
has been able to come to
acceptable resolution on a
great many of our grievances.
At time of writing, we await
the decision of our employer
on some high-profile concerns.
In that choice, it is my fervent hope
that our collective need for healing, unity and
solidarity will guide and prevail.
As Trade Unionists, we are committed to
growing the Union and bringing the benefit of
being organized to working people who have
no Union and no collective voice. Of course,
the events of the last year have underscored a
truth that, if you work for a Union, you still need
a Union. Understandably, we are going to have
some differences with those who run the
organization we work for and with. But Union
leaders must remember to keep in mind the
ideals Labour strives for, which are founded on
the basic concept of Dignity in Employment.
The Times we are Living
Even before the misguided Rae government
decided that gutting negotiated Collective
Agreements was a good thing, public sector
workers have been under the same relentless
attack as the services they provide. Corporate
interests like the Trumps of the world, have
sought to con workers into a race to the
bottom. They sell the lie that those who are

remunerated the least are victims of Unions
which have been able to negotiate improved
wages and conditions for their Members. Rightwing media calls for Union workers to lose
pensions, benefits and take wage cuts rather
than demanding decent conditions for all.
Truly, Unions have been under assault for a long
time. So how shall we respond?
Get out of the Bunkers!
We cannot turn the tide, grow our ranks,
establish better laws and bring a new world into
creation if we are hiding and fearfully hoping
that if we stay silent the bullies will leave us
alone. They won’t, and our dreams will be
destroyed.
The Trade Union Movement is the greatest,
united, force for good in society and has
created more progress for working people than
any other. Even successful progressive political
parties can prevail only with the help of Unions.
To be our best, we must exchange ideas, talk,
speak, write, discuss, challenge orthodox views,
dream together in technicolour and grow our
vision. Within OPSEU, the Members elect their
leaders who set about to give effect to the just
aspirations of the Members. But then it is we in
OPSSU who are charged with driving these
things forward and making them happen!
Whether it is serving up the infrastructure of
services to the organization, expanding Pay
Equity, fighting at Arbitration, researching new
plans and programs, or leading the fight at the
bargaining table: we not only provide the
mechanical support, but serve up vital
leadership on the front line. We bring our
ideas, experience, voice, visions, and inspiration
as we help the Members and the Leadership
move the Union and our Movement forward.

The Turmoil Within
As noted, we have been facing tough times.
Sometimes, Members of Unions get frustrated,
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and lash out at their leaders rather than those
who truly oppose their interests. We have
witnessed coordinated efforts by some groups
taking actions they hope will give them the
freedom to act independently in a belief that
alone they can best move forward. Where
some may literally get ‘in the face’ of their
Leaders, others act to divorce themselves
quietly. I understand that such circumstance
can cause top leaders to feel under siege and
threat. But it is in such times that boldness and
calling upon our highest principles must be the
order of the day!
We cannot grow if we feel confined to glass
bubbles. Ideas must be able to flower in the
open light and air. Workers who are
quarantined, isolated and restricted are not
talking, sharing, discovering together and
building. We cannot give our best if we are
depressed, cocooned away, divided and living
behind walls of fear. Unions only grow as a
dynamic, vibrant, confident, secure force
driving forward behind the banners of justice
and security.
We have been through some trying times. We
are collectively still wrestling with the demons
that we feel have threatened. To try to box in
those we don’t know, and to fear and try to
control what may be hidden in the fog beyond
our sight, is understandable. But brave, bold
Leaders know that Unions cannot thrive in a
negative climate. We must collectively prop
open the doors, let in the air and allow our
best energies to flow and freely co-mingle.
Let us together light the candles of hope and
confidence, and dispel the darkness of fear
and distrust. In fact, is this not the Calling we
all answer to?

MARCH 8, 2017
Happy
International
Women’s Day

International Women’s
Day is upon us and there
are going to be many
dinner’s, dances and
marches. There are events in
Toronto (March 11), Ottawa
(March 8), Niagara (March 3)
and other cities throughout
Ontario please check Facebook and
other sites for information on what, when and
where.

OUR CALENDAR
Grievance Committee
March 8, April 4, May 10, June 7

Executive Meeting
March 9, April 5, May 11, June 8

Stewards Training
June 9
General Membership Meeting
June 10
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CHIEF’S COMMUNIQUÉ
Greetings all
We are now a month and a half into 2017. I am reminded of the quote attributed to Alphonse Karr
“plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose.” We have 15 grievances filed to date however 7 relate to
the accrual of vacation while on LTD. We now have a hearing date of August 9 before Arbitrator
Kevin Burkett for the LTD/ vacation issue.
By the close of 2016 we had 96 grievances filed for that year – of which today 26 remain outstanding
– dates have been or are being secured to have those matters scheduled for determination. We still
have some from 2015 and 2014 – that are being worked on.
The primary issues that we seem to be dealing with relate to discipline and job competitions, and
regional educations. We have resumed our previous practice (which the employer discontinued a
couple of years ago) of having static step 2 dates, at least for the short term – the advantage of that is
that both the Employer and the Union have the dates on hold for in-person meetings and the
stewards are aware of the dates well in advance - so if someone in their areas has a grievance they
will likely know the step 2 day well in advance of the meeting – the stewards all have those dates
already.
We continue on with our monthly steward conference calls – as well the stewards have been
reminded that per the Constitution at least 3 meetings a year should be held within their
constituencies.
We are just completing elections for the second steward in CEU and a steward in Strategic Planning
& Policy Unit, Training and Development Unit and Library. We will be holding another steward
election in the Job Security department next month.
Our next in-person steward training will be Friday June 9.
As always I am a text or email away.
Jim
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WELCOME
We want to welcome all of our new OPSSU
members. Our union continues to grow and we
continue to provide quality work to our OPSEU
members. We are proud to be part of the
labour movement and proud you could join us!

Perm
SDT

On Call

PPT

Feb 20, 2017 Membership

2%5%
7%

The breakdown of our membership as of Feb
20, 2017 is as follows:
PERM 250 (4 of the 250 are Over complement)

Temps
Vacant

18%

TEMPS 67 (25 of the 67 are Over complement)

68%

On Call 24
PPT 9
SDT 0
Vacant 13
TOTAL 363
If you are a new employee and have not
received orientation/introduction to your union
please contact your Unit Steward. Membership
application forms are available on line. If you
have not completed one please do so and
forward to my attention at mga24@bell.net
We are in the process of implementing a new
card system. Don’t worry, you can’t collect air
miles, gas points, etc… with your card but, you
will eventually get one.

Happy retirement to:
James Paul - Jan.1, 2016 (27 yrs)
Shirley Dinelle - Jan. 1, 2016 (17 yrs)
Rupa Banerjee - Jan. 1, 2016 (39 yrs)
Judith Marion - Jan. 1, 2016 (16 yrs)
Margaret Bruni - Feb. 1, 2016 (34 yrs)
Patricia Schillemore - Feb. 1, 2016 (14 yrs)

We also want to celebrate all of those who
have left employment to pursue their own
personal interests. Since January-March you
guys have contributed 319 years of service.
Your work and history is invaluable and greatly
appreciated.

Paul Gopal - Mar. 1, 2016 (24 yrs)

Congratulations to all the retirees and we wish
you all the best! We hope you can join us at
our next GMM on June 8, 2017.

Michael Culkeen - Aug. 1, 2016 (9 yrs)

Martin Sarra - June 1, 2016 (36 yrs)
Mike Broad - June 1, 2016 (34 yrs)
Eric Morin - June 18, 2016 (4 yrs)
Nympha Chan - July 1, 2016 (22 yrs)
Aimee Axler - Sept. 1, 2016 (12 yrs)
Diana Clarke - December 31, 2016 (15 yrs)

Thank you all for your work!
Mirla G. Alvarado Fenn
OPSSU Membership Secretary

Monty Mohammed - January 1, 2017 (33 yrs)
Lesley Williams - March 1, 2017 (32 yrs)
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“need for healing”

OPINION

Val Patrick 2nd Vice President
This supplementary piece is being written three
weeks after my other comments in this newsletter
(we had hoped to have this out sooner!). Elsewhere,
I have expressed the optimism that, within the
Administration, cooler heads are winning the day:
recent events would mock that hope. As word will
have spread (and topping the list of negatives) a very
long-service Member -serving on one of our key
committees- was suddenly whacked in rather brutal
fashion. I will not speak to the details and merits of
that case, nor any of the many actions taken this past
two weeks that have forced us to lodge more
grievances. But from process issues to heavy
handed discipline, it would seem to me that some
decision makers are unfamiliar with the meaning of
the word ‘just’ in the phrase ‘just cause’, the actual
exercise of “due process”, or the having a basic
respect for our (OPSSU) Union rights as Members of
a Union bargaining unit in this workplace.
Since the bombshells that were dropped this last
while, I attended a pre-arranged meeting with one of
our departments from head office. The Members
there are frustrated, fearful for their jobs, and combined with the intense pressure and hostile
environment they feel they are working in- are
unnerved by the firings that continue to occur. In
speaking with many Members outside of head office,
there is a general relief expressed about how glad
they are to not have to work at the depressing
atmosphere of lockdown and restriction that so many
find in the air at head office.
Yes, late last year we seemed to have stepped back
from the abyss. In mediation, for example, the
employer withdrew the actions it took against those
who walked in Solidarity up the stairs last year. This

was part of the settlement of the Unfair Labour
Practice we had filed at the Labour Board…and
which was going full steam ahead on the merits of
our charges. We settled those many issues in a
good faith effort to help redirect the focus of our (i.e.
Administrators, OPSSU Members, OPSEU generally)
collective energies to advancing the cause of the
working people. As we all know, an ‘agreed
settlement’ is never a one-way street, and part of
what we did not get was some kind of ‘final decision’
from an outside party. This has left many feeling
lost, uncertain, and suffering from the abrupt ‘death’
of workplace relationships.
The way forward, following December, needed to be
all parties working together to return security,
comradeship, and happiness to our workplaces. It is
great that OPSEU has sought to address bullying in
the workplace. But there needs to be a recognition
that the real driver of workplace atmosphere
anywhere is Management. And our Management
needs to understand that our workplace is in
desperate need of healing.
Let me also say this: many would like OPSSU to
somehow make all these things a public battle or
political issue within OPSEU. I continue to oppose
these sentiments: publicity like that hurts Labour
generally and does not help us, and going political
internally is simply inappropriate for more reasons
than I could explain here. But the fear must be
removed. And we need to speak out individually
and collectively.
We want to work with the Administration and give
our best to the OPSEU Membership. But if we are
under constant threat, attack and heavy-handed
actions, we must focus on our own defence and
throw all resources necessary to first establish justice
in our workplace.
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Samsung phone alert
Emily Visser, OPSSU Steward-at-Large
Do you think having a Samsung phone belonging to the employer is a nice perk of the job? Do you use your employerissued Samsung phone as your personal cell phone? Do you think what you do on your phone is private? Think again.
While staff can't be sure what our employer sees or does not see on the phones it issues, there is a lot of information
online about what is possible. Experience also tells us that if it is possible, and the employer wants to do it, then the
chances are good that they are using the Samsung phones to spy on us.
The following information about what is possible is taken directly from this website about some commonly used spyware:
http://www.mobile-spy.com/samsung-monitoring-software.html
Monitoring Software Used on Samsung Phones
Mobile Spy allows parents and employers to monitor Samsung phones running Android, Windows Mobile, and Symbian
OS. Notable Samsung models that can run Mobile Spy include Galaxy, Epic, Prevail and more. Once the software is
downloaded and installed onto the Samsung device it logs activities and sends them to your private viewing account.
•

SMS Text Messages

•

Call Information

•

Apps Installed

•

Social Media Conversations

•

Websites Visited

•

GPS Locations

•

Photos

LIVE Features of Samsung Monitoring Software
Want to see what is happening on the Samsung in real time? Choose the Premium Plan during checkout and you will be
able to perform LIVE surveillance and control on your smartphone from anywhere. If you choose the Premium Plan, you
can view the phone's screen like a television along with a map of the current location instantly.
Need the ability to have logs sent to your email? Our LIVE panel software allows you to do exactly that. In the Samsung
monitoring software LIVE panel, you can have selected logs sent at any interval you choose, such as hourly or daily.
Included in the add-on is the ability to instantly email your logs to your address within the LIVE Control Panel.

OPSSU
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